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INTRODUCTION

Coronavirus pandemic has been one of the greatest general wellbeing crises for humankind. The sickness is brought about by SARS-CoV-2 strain of Covid. Transmission of the infection is known to happen through close contact with a tainted individual or from debased surfaces. The infection can likewise be communicated from one individual to another in the pre-suggestive stage and from asymptomatic people.

There is currently developing proof that PW might be at expanded danger of extreme ailment from COVID-19 contrasted and non-PW, especially in the third trimester and indicative maternal COVID-19 is related with an improved probability of iatrogenic preterm birth.

Coronavirus presents a prompt and new test to the medical services framework. Notwithstanding, it ought to be guaranteed that the arrangement of safe maternal and youngster wellbeing administrations isn't disabled during this period.

Impact on the Pregnant Woman

Pregnancy doesn't expand helplessness to SARS-CoV-2 disease yet seems to demolish the clinical course of COVID-19 contrasted and non-pregnant ladies of a similar age. Albeit most (>90 percent) contaminated pregnant ladies recuperate without going through hospitalization, quick clinical crumbling can happen, and suggestive pregnant ladies have all the earmarks of being at expanded danger of serious illness and demise.
Hazard factors

- more seasoned mean age (≥35 years),
- weight, and previous clinical comorbidities (especially hypertension and diabetes).
- or then again more than one comorbidity increment these dangers.

Transmission

With respect to vertical transmission, arising proof currently recommends that upward transmission is likely, albeit the extent of pregnancies impacted and the importance to the youngster presently can't seem not really settled.

As of now, no recorded instances of bosom milk are being tried positive for COVID - 19.

Impact on baby

Hazard of unsuccessful labor

The recurrence of unsuccessful labor doesn't have all the earmarks of being expanded, yet information on first and second trimester contaminations are restricted.

- Intrinsic inconsistencies - There are no reports of any expanded danger of innate peculiarities with COVID-19 contamination.
- Stillbirth – Analysis of information from PW with affirmed or suspected COVID-19 contamination from 12 nations, announced still rates of birth of 0.4 to 0.6 percent, which have all the earmarks of resembling public populace-based information. Notwithstanding, results from a new methodical survey distributed in Lancet Glob Health March 2021, portrays huge expansion in stillbirth.

How does COVID 19 contamination of pregnant ladies influence the child?

Most (more than 95%) of new-borns of COVID-19 positive moms have been in great condition upon entering the world. - However, Covid-19 in pregnancy expands the odds of preterm birth, expanding the chance of hospitalization for the youngster and sometimes even passing.
How does COVID 19 influence the strength of the pregnant lady?

Albeit most (>90 percent) contaminated pregnant ladies recuperate without need for hospitalization, quick crumbling in wellbeing might happen in a couple.

Indicative pregnant ladies seem, by all accounts, to be at expanded danger of extreme infection and passing.

Contrasted and pregnant ladies without COVID-19, those with indicative COVID19 are at expanded danger of unfavorable pregnancy results, including admission to the ICU, iatrogenic preterm birth, toxemia like side effects, Cesarean area and passing.

Which pregnant ladies are at higher danger of creating complexity after COVID 19 disease?

Hazard factors for creating inconvenience after COVID 19 disease during pregnancy are: -

- Prior co-morbidities, progressed maternal age, and high weight file are hazard factors for extreme COVID - 19 in pregnancy.

- Pregnant ladies with specific high-hazard conditions have more serious danger of extreme disease from COVID-19, for example,
  - Previous ailments for example Diabetes
  - Organ relocate beneficiaries
  - Persistent respiratory conditions like COPD, Asthma, Cystic Fibrosis
  - Homozygous sickle cell sickness
  - Getting immunosuppression treatments (enough to altogether build hazard of contamination)
  - Dialysis or progressed persistent kidney illness
  - Intrinsic or obtained coronary illness
Impacts Of Covid-19 on Fetus

- No information proposing an expanded danger of unsuccessful labor or early pregnancy misfortune
- No proof at present of teratogenicity
- At present not a sign for Medical Termination of Pregnancy or change in antenatal consideration, method of conveyance or Postnatal consideration
- NO proof at this point of Vertical transmission (from mother to child antenatally or intrapartum) or during bosom taking care of

Drugs During Pregnancy

Utilization of Magnesium for toxemia/seizure prophylaxis:

- The danger of eclampsia ought to be adjusted against the danger of respiratory sorrow in the setting of SARS-CoV2.
- A solitary 4-gram bolus portion of MgSO4 might fill in as an option to normal dosing in the setting of gentle respiratory trouble. Utilization of low-portion anti-inflammatory medicine or other nonsteroidal mitigating drugs (NSAIDs)
- NO adjustment of proposal. Utilization of NSAIDs, similar to ibuprofen, are not suggested. In any case, because of the significance of low-portion anti-inflammatory medicine in toxemia avoidance, low-portion ibuprofen should keep on being proposed to pregnant and post pregnancy ladies as medicinally showed.

- Utilization of antenatal corticosteroids (ACS): Before 34 0/7 Weeks of Gestation
- NO progressions in suggestion
Clinical Management

- Steady treatment incorporate rest, oxygen supplementation, liquid administration and dietary consideration
- Hydroxychloroquine in a portion of 600 mg (200 mg threefold every day with suppers) and Azithromycin (500 mg one time each day) for 10 days
- Against viral Therapy Lopinavir-ritonavir, Remdesivir, Oseltamavir
- Anti-microbials: If there is a doubt of auxiliary bacterial disease
- Oxygen: If there is trouble in breathing, oxygen supplementation by nasal prongs or cover might be added. High ow nasal oxygen at 4 to 6 liters each moment ought to be promptly managed. Painless ventilation can likewise be utilized. Now, there ought to be a re-assessment of the patient's status.

During hospitalization, ladies were overseen as follows:

(1) In suspected or affirmed cases ladies were set in single rooms, and asked not to leave the ward, with contact between other in-patients limited.

(2) Women and their relatives were approached to wear careful veils and focus on hack decorum while hospitalized.

(3) Women's pee, fasces, and regurgitation were dealt with as indicated by severe rules.

The executives of Infected Pregnant Women

It is vital to screen a lady's temperature to more readily deal with the illness. In the event that the fever was beneath 38.5°C, actual cooling was suggested.

Respiratory Care

Close consideration was paid the respiratory status of tainted pregnant ladies, like hack recurrence, sputum properties, and indications of dyspnea. Birthing assistants and medical caretakers ought to urge ladies to perform profound breathing, help them turn, and perform standard chest percussion meetings to relax lung blockage and increment the lady's capacity to clear sputum.
Treating Other Symptoms

Assuming ladies had looseness of the bowels, stool qualities were firmly observed and ladies utilized an individual latrine. They were endorsed antidiarrheal medications and anti-toxins to forestall rehashed looseness of the bowels which could work with the spread of the infection.

Post pregnancy Management

Breastfeeding

Direction to date suggests that pregnant ladies with affirmed or suspected COVID-19 ought to be isolated for 14 days.

Bosom milk is the best food hotspot for untimely and full-term infants and past examinations have found no proof of SARS-Cov-2 in the bosom milk of tainted ladies, but SARS-Cov-2 can be sent through beads and contact. Direction for ladies utilizing bosom milk banks incorporates:

(1) severe execution of hand cleanliness and wearing of clinical careful or N95 covers while gathering milk.

(2) The gathered bosom milk can be sanitized by sanitization, bright sterilization, high-pressure cleansing, and other disinfection techniques.

Forestalling Postpartum Complications

Maternity specialists and medical attendants need to screen beginning of post pregnancy entanglements.

This ought to incorporate observing of imperative signs, gauge how much post pregnancy dying, keeping up with wound consideration and keeping the lady’s skin dry.

The lady’s temperature ought to be routinely checked as should her breath rate, uterine involution and vaginal misfortune.

Ladies ought to be firmly checked for intense respiratory pain condition, septic shock, and acidosis.
Mental Care

Notwithstanding the overall mental pressure brought about by COVID-19, pregnant ladies are probably going to more restless with regards to the danger of disease to their babies which could be related with indications of post pregnancy anxiety

This could include:

(1) refreshed data about COVID-19:

(2) examine separation conventions:

(3) accentuate positive data: examine the lady's introduction to the world experience and updates on the soundness of her newborn child, to assist ladies with understanding the advancement and treatment of the sickness, diminish dread, and increment certainty.

(4) upgrade correspondence: urge ladies to cooperate with their family members and companions, for instance utilizing WeChat, which can lighten forlornness.

(5) offer mental advising and intercession: give online mental correspondence channels to ladies and their families.
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